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                    ATLAS NG: The ATSC 3.0 and DVB universal broadcast analyzer

                    ATLAS NG is a multipurpose NextGen TV ATSC 3.0 and DVB analyzer which includes 5G and covers the most stringent requirements for broadcast professionals. DVB-S2x, IPTV, Fiber optics, 3G-SDI, Transport stream ASI, Wi-Fi, OTT… all checked!
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                                ATLAS NG is  a broadcast spectrum analyzer capable of taking measurements up to 6 GHz  covering the S and C bands, where an increasing number of technologies are all  fiercely competing for bandwidth. It includes the latest broadcast technologies  such as ATSC 3.0 and DVB-S2x in addition to 5G interference detection

It includes  a 3G-SDI input to run a full 3G-SDI  signal diagnosis, including a professional audio meter and eye diagram, and  features an external SDI input for that task, other than the standard ASI input  and output.

Includes an IPTV analyzer. The omnipresence of IP technology in the broadcast industry makes it compulsory for an analyzer to be capable of feeding from IPTV signals and monitor them. Therefore, it becomes essential to have at hand a tester that can monitor and picture IPTV streams.

The new multitouch user interface based on  customizable docking pannels ensures an improved  user experience. The analyzer is easier to use than ever before!
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                	
										      	BROADCAST STANDARDS	
	Digital terrestrial TV / Radio	DVB-T, DVB-T2 (T2-base, T2-lite), ISDB-T/Tb (full seg / 1seg), ATSC 1.0, ATSC 3.0, DAB, DAB+
	Digital cable	DVB-C, DVB-C2, J.83 annex-B, 16/64/256-QAM
	Digital satellite	DVB-S, DVB-S2, DVB-S2x, DSS, QPSK
	Analogue	Analogue terrestrial, FM RDS



										   
	
										      	SPECTRUM ANALYZER MODE	From 5 MHz to 6 GHz



										   
	
										      	IPTV OPERATING MODE	Multicast/unicast streams (reception, measurement and recording)



										   
	
										      	SDI OPERATING MODE	3 Gbps input/output. SD-SDI, HD-SDI and 3G-SDI compatible. It includes eye statistical diagram.



										   
	
										      	WIFI ANALYZER OPERATING MODE	Spectrum analyzer + WiFi dongle



										   
	
										      	OTT ANALYZER OPERATING MODE	Supports MPEG-DASH and HLS. Codecs H.265, H.264, MPEG-2, VP8, VP9, MVC, WMV9, JPEG/MJPEG, VC-1



										   
	
										      	ASI-TS OPERATING MODE	Supports TS, T2MI, BTS



										   
	
										      	INPUTS AND OUTPUTS		Universal RF input (N-type, female 50 Ω)
	ASI/SDI input and output (BNC female, 75 Ω 3 Gbps)
	SPF+ connector
	Analogue audio/video input (3.5 mm jack)
	HDMI™ output (v1.4b up to 3840x2160 pixels @30 Hz)
	USB 2.0 (Micro-B). Mass storage/remote control commands
	Ethernet (RJ45) for webControl/remote control commands
	Optical input (FC/APC, female)
	1 PPS / 10 MHz reference
	IPTV input (RJ45 Ethernet 10/100/1000 Mbps)
	Stereo headphone audio output (3.5 mm jack)
	USB 3.0 host (A-type USB-CDC devices)
	CAM (DVB-CI compliant CAM module input)





										   
	
										      	FUNCTIONS		Constellation diagram
	LTE ingress test
	Dynamic echoes analysis
	StealthID (instant identification of tuning parameters)
	PLS (Physical Layer Scrambling)
	Ultra fast Spectrum analyzer
	4K decoder
	MAX and MIN hold
	FM RDS measurement and decoding
	Screenshots and Datalogger for measurement reports
	Beacon-Flyaways SNG and VSAT
	Wideband LNB
	WiFi
	LTE 1.8 GHz
	OTT
	Service Recording decoding
	Field strength measurement
	Task planner
	Merogram
	Spectrogram
	Signal monitoring
	Remote control (webControl)
	MER by carrier
	GPS (included) coverage analysis
	Video/Audio Streaming via USB
	SCAN + TILT
	TS recording
	TS analysis
	IPTV multicast measurement and decoding
	Shoulder attenuation
	Network delay
	DVB-T2 MI analysis
	Eye diagram (SDI)
	ALP recording
	Carrier Frequency Drift Test
	Full band optical power measurement
	8 GB internal memory, expandable





										   
	
										      	OPTIONS		Selective optical power meter + optical to RF converter
	Advanced measurements for FM radio
	Advanced measurements for DAB/DAB+ digital radio




										   


                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                        Comparative table ATLAS and RANGER analyzers                                                    
	
                                                        More details on ATLAS NG                                                    
	
                                                        What is ATSC 3.0 and what are its innovations?                                                    
	
                                                        ATSC 3.0 technical overview                                                    


                                

                            

                        
                        
                                                
                            
                                	
                                                
                                                                                                            
                                                                                                            Quick reference guide (English) (3,77 MB)                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                                                                            
                                                                                                            Quick reference guide (Spanish) (3,77 MB)                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                                                                            
                                                                                                            User manual (English) (5,78 MB)                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                                                                            
                                                                                                            Quick reference guide (French) (3,77 MB)                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                                                                            
                                                                                                            User manual (Spanish) (5,80 MB)                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                                                                            
                                                                                                            Firmware release 2.1.2 for ATLAS NG
Update procedure: Requires ATLAS software version above 1.4.0. Reboot your equipment (important), then supply it by AC power to avoid running out of battery. Unzip the file to the root of a pendrive and insert it in the top USB port of the instrument. Perform the update by selecting Settings › Update. (767,01 MB)                                                
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     PROMAX TEST & MEASUREMENT, SLU © 
We are manufacturers of telecommunication instrumentation and professional electronics equipment with over 50 years of experience in this sector.
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     Free subscription to PROMAX e-News. Receive in your email account the news about our products.
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